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Abstract: 

In this article, here we propose a new architecture of hardware for a high-speed finite impulse response (FIR) 

filter using seamless fine-grained pipelining. This proposed parallel full pipeline FIR filter can generate an 

output sample in a limited gate delays by fixing the pipeline registers in between components and also across the 

components. A precise critical path analysis at the gate level allows to create a suitable pipelining strategy 

depending on the throughput.  This paper also presents modified full adder, based on multiplexers which 

establishes trade-offs in terms of area, power and delay.The advance FIR filters are incorporate to measure the 

balance between complexity and speed, and also maximum throughput.  The effectiveness of the proposed 

method is synthesized and simulated using Xilinx Vivado 2018.3 along with improvement of area, delay and 

power consumption. 

Keywords: Finite Impulse response filters, modified booth multiplier, modified full adder, multiplexer, 

digital filters, Wallace tree, critical path. 

 

1. INTRODUCTION: 

A digital multiplier is the main fundamental unit in digital signal processors and also in general purpose 

microprocessors. To find such operation it is very easy in signal processing and matrix arithmetic algorithms. 

Multipliers are usually implemented using with the modified booth algorithm (MBA) which requires the 

moderate hardware [4] but the results in unsuitable long delays. Here successful in developing high speed 

multiply accumulate structure based on the Baugh-Wooley algorithm (BWA) and applying this structure 

toseveral digital filtering applications. 

1.1. Partial-product Generation (PPG): This can be achieved using several techniques such as the BWA, the 

booth algorithm (BA) or MBA. Inclusion to the encoding step, MBA and BA algorithms are also require to 

generate the two’s complement of the multiplier which introduces extra delay. 

1.2. Partial-product Addition(PPA): This module can be used with a ripple carry adder for serial-parallel 

multipliers. Mainly for the parallel multipliers, the addition is consummate using Wallace trees, carry save 

techniques etc., In this paper, we employ the more regular neighbour to neighbour interconnection pattern while 

achieving the same desired result. 
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1.3. Final adder: When the given number of partial products are reduced to sum and carry wards, a final adder is 

required to generate the result of multiplication. Generally, authors simply used that 4-bit CLAs.  

If the timing constraint becomes loose enough that a full parallel architecture is not required, then it may be 

necessary to reduce the number of processing elements. In this paper, we propose two alternative architectures 

by modifying the reference FPFF: single-MAC FIR filter (SMFF) and folded FIR filter (FDFF). They 

compensate for the increase in propagation delaydue to recursive computations by appropriately using 

compressors designed to prevent carry propagation and separate clock sources. In summary, the contribution of 

this paper is as follows: 

 A novel high-speed full-parallel architecture of the FIR filter based on MBE and Wallace tree 

is designed at the gate level. 

 A hierarchical Wallace tree network is employed to facilitate the design and pipelining 

procedure. 

 A method to find the critical path of the proposed architecture is provided. 

 Two alternative architectural options are proposed structure and analysis are provided with the 

synthesis results. 

 Practical design examples based on the proposed structure and analysis are provided with the 

synthesis results. 

 

2. LITERATURE REVIEW: 

In this paper an optional Finite-length impulse response (FIR) digital filters, in the least-squares (LS) 

sense, for compensation of chromatics dispersion (CD) in digital coherent optical receivershas been proposed. 

Numerous total variation (TV) regularizes, engaged in image restoration problem, encode the gradients by 

means of sample [-1, 1] finite-impulse-response (FIR) filter [3]. New hardware designs overcome this issue with 

CMOS image sensor proposed and to perform single-frame-shot CS imaging. This architecture supports high 

frame rate ranging from 120 to 1920 fps corresponding to 1 to 1/16 compression ration factors [12,3].The data 

storage and reuse scheme approach are especially proposed for data arrangement, which avoid the intermediate 

pixel data transfer between on-chip and off-Chip memories. Hence the intermediate data transfer is avoided and 

meanwhile the throughput [15] is largely improved. 

 

3. EXISTING METHOD: 

In the existing method, FIR filter with modified booth encoders for multiplication is performed and the 

accumulation of products for each tap is performed and the finalproduct is obtained. A filter design can be 

defined as, it is the process of choosing the length and coefficients of the filter [4].  
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Fig. 1. Structure of K – tap direct-form full-parallel FIR filter 

The most popular type of filters is Finite Impulse Response (FIR) is simply to implemented in software 

application. Filters are also known as signal conditioners.Each function by accepting an input signal, blocking 

pre-specified frequency components, and passing the original minus those components to the output. The 

architecture of the reference FPFF, consists of modified Booth encoders, a hierarchical Wallace reduction tree 

(WRT) network, and a ripple carry adder (RCA). A Booth encoder is widely used as a multiplier for the FIR 

filter especially, modified Booth encoder (MBE), one of the most efficient multipliers among the existing Booth 

encoder variants since it results in the smallest number of partial products (PP). 

In the reference K-tap FPFF, a total K MBEs are used, one per each tap. Assuming m is even, multiplication of 

the m-bit in out by the m-bit coefficient using MBE yields a total m/2 PPs. 

WRT is responsible for reducing several PPS generated by MBE into two PPs. The main task of WRT is to 

group 2 or 3 bits at the same bit position and use a half adder (HA) or a full adder (FA) to reduce to 2 bits over 2 

consecutive bit positions. This process continues until two PPs are left over several levels within the WRT. 

Andrew Donald Booth is the inventor for Booth multiplication algorithm or Booth algorithm. It can be 

defined as multiplying binary numbers in two’s complement notation or an algorithm. This is a simple method 

to which multiplication is performed for binary numbers with repeated addition operations through booth 

algorithm. Again, this algorithm is for multiplication operation and it is further modified then it is known as 

modified booth algorithm. 

As a design example, consider an FIR filter with 16 taps. Then, the first stage WRT generates a total of 

32 PPs, i.e., 2 PPs per tap. The second stage WRT is composed of 2 WRTs with 16 PPs or 4 WRTs with 8 PPs. 

If 2 WRTs with 16 PPs each are selected, 4 PPs are generated by the second stage WRT. The next third stage 

WRT receives 4 PPs from the second stage WRT and processes them. Finally, 2 PPs are passed to the RCA. 
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Fig. 2. Structure of K- tap reference full-parallel FIR filter 

The required number of levels depends on the number of PPs. Since the propagation delay of each level 

is ar most FA delay, WRT is suitable for speeding up the additions with the pipelining inside the adder tree of 

the FIR filter [7]. This is because the operation of one FA does not depend on the result of other FAs or Has in 

the same level. Since one m-bit MBE produces m/2 PPS, the total number of PPs in K taps is equal to m/2 * K. 

The ripple carry adder (RCA) is used to add the final two PPs, which are the outputs of the last stage WRT to 

create the output of the FIR filter. The RCA is the simplest adder that performs m-bit addition by m full adders 

(FA) connected in series. Alternative fast adders suchas a carry look ahead adder (CLA) or other variants may 

be selected, but RCA is used in this paper in order to have a regular structure with WRT which consists of only 

bit adders such as FAs. 

 

Fig. 3.  Structure of Ripple Carry Adder 
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4. DESIGN OF PROPOSED FIR FILTER: 

The main aim of the paper is to improve the area, power and delay w.r.to the replace mux based Full 

adder. Because in existing method the XOR gates with Full adder is an average range of area power and delay. 

So in this case wea are using Multiplexer Ful adder. The area, power and delay are related to theFIR filter where 

these are working with internally the applications of SMFF and FDFF [8]. There are a lot of paths from each 

input bit to each output bit, of which the critical path with the longest propagation delay should be found 

through analysis. The propagation delay is estimated by simplifying their logic circuit with only 4:1 MUX. The 

delay of the logic inversion is ignored. The logic circuit to be synthesized is reasonably predicted based on the 

logic expression to obtain the variable. 

 

Fig. 4. Proposed full adder multiplexers 

Multiplexer is a combinational circuit that has maximum of 2n inputs, ‘n’ selection lines and single 

output line. One ofthese data inputs will be connected to the output based on the values of selection lines. 

Multiplexer is also called as MUX. 4 x 1 Multiplexer has four data inputs I3, I2, I1 & I0, two selection lines S1& 

S0 and one output Y. The block diagram of 4 X 1 multiplexer is shown in the following figure.  

 

Fig. 5. 4:1 Multiplexer 

Based on the reference full-parallel architecture, let us consider a design alternative to find different 

trade-offs between area and throughput [15]. A single-MAC FIR filter (SMFF) uses components of the 

reference of FDFF, but involves only one MAC unit. The multiply and accumulation process is repeated K 

times, and the final two PPS are added using the RCA.  
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5. DISCUSSION: 

 The complexity of area for the proposed filter is approximately proportional to the increase of the input 

bit-width, the number of taps. The number of taps of the FIR filter increases, the throughput decreases. The FIR 

filter is normally used as part of a system compare to complete the system by itself. The FIR filter designs are 

targeting the integrated circuit implementations such as the FPGAs or ASICs which use fixed point arithmetic 

preferably than floating point arithmetic to reduce the complexity of implementation and overall chip cost. 

Matrix multiplications and discrete transforms basically consist of many dot product operations, but their high 

complexity makes it difficult toa chieve high throughput. When comparing to previous article in this paper area, 

delay and power consumption are reduced by replacing simple FIR filter through changing with MUX based full 

adder. 

 

6. SIMULATION RESULTS: 

In this paper we coded all the proposed FIR filters along with SMFF and FDFF which are having a small 

complicated and also applications of the FIR filters. Comparing to the previous article thearea, delay and power 

consumption is reduced. The software which is used in this paper is Xilinx Vivado 2018.3 and also it is 

applicable in Synopsis. 

 

Fig. 6. Normal FIR Filter output result 

 

Fig. 7. Extension FIR Filter output result 
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Table. 1. Comparison between FIR and Extended FIR Filters 

 

 

7. APPLICATIONS OF THE PROPOSED METHOD: 

The proposed method can be used in a variety of high-speed applications or in the digital world modules which 

are mainly based on FIR filters are: 

 It can be used as a Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) for classification, segmentation and also for 

other auto correlated data.  

 It can be used as a image appliances for image transforming and data interpreting. 

 It is used as digital signal processing applications like audio signal, speech processing and RADAR, 

SONAR, voice recognition etc..,. 

FIR filters are also used in audio system, control system, medical devices, deep neural networks etc..,. 

 

8. CONCLUSION: 

From this paper, here we are implementing parallel full FIR filters that can provide very high 

throughput. The proposed method which begins with respect to parallel full design based on MBE, hierarchical 

Wallace tree network and ripple carry adder. The propagation delay of the FIR filter has been implemented in 

terms of unit gate level and also by implementing a novel full adder which contains of multiplexers. As a result, 

the new proposed parallel full design can achieve very high throughput along with reduced area, delay and 

power compared to FIR with conventional full adder implementation. The main significance of this paper is that 

proposed FIR filter can provide scalability of applications that can be require at most of very high throughput 

rate. 
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